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Abstract – Motivated by the idea of “smart” metasurfaces, we will demonstrate a graphene-
based tunable absorber in which perfect absorption can be achieved for all angles of incidence,
only by tuning the Fermi level of graphene. We place an unpatterned graphene sheet on a
mushroom-type high impedance surface whose resonant frequency is stable for all incident an-
gles. For TM-polarization, perfect absorption can be realized from normal to grazing incidence
at the same frequency when modulating the Fermi level of graphene from 0.18 eV to 1 eV.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future developments of “smart” metasurfaces which change the functionality using programmable/tunable plat-
forms will provide adaptive response. In this new paradigm, the development of tunable absorbers capable to adapt
the performance to different operation frequencies, rates of absorption or illumination angles are necessary. Due to
the tunable conductivity, graphene has excited great interest for this mission. Recently, a systematic approach for
realizing tunable perfect absorption in low-quality graphene has been presented in [1]. Although large tunability of
the absorption frequency and the rate of absorption are achieved in that work, full absorption was still restricted for
only normal incidence. Here, we propose and explore a possibility of tunable perfect absorption for all illumination
angles.

It is well known that conventional thin absorbers can provide perfect absorption only at one predefined inci-
dence angle, θi. The reflectance increases with the incidence angle deviating from this specified angle due to the
impedance mismatch between the incident wave and the absorbing structure at other incidence angles. For exam-
ple, consider a Salisbury screen, in which a resistive sheet is positioned on top of a grounded quarter-wavelength
substrate acting as a high impedance surface (HIS). If the sheet impedance of the resistive film is matched to the
wave impedance (Zw = 120π cos θi for TM polarization) no energy will be reflected back. When the incidence
angle changes, the wave impedance changes, and the sheet resistance is not any longer matched. Moreover, the
electrical thickness of the substrate changes, and it does not act as a HIS at the operational frequency. These two
factors lead to the degradation of absorption. Many efforts have been made to improve the angular stability of
absorbers, for example, making the resonance of HIS insensitive to the incidence angles [2]. However, even with
this solution, the angular spectrum of absorption is still limited since the sheet resistance of the lossy sheet does
not follow the change of the wave impedance.
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Fig. 1: Proposed structure for all-angle perfect absorbers: (a) representation of the structure and the incident wave,
(b) top view of the structure, and (c) equivalent circuit of the system.

For overcoming the limitations of known designs, we propose the structure shown in Fig. 1(a). We use a layer
of unpatterned graphene as a resistive load and place it over a mushroom-type HIS. Based on the angularly stable
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resonance of the mushroom structure, complete absorption for TM-polarized wave can be realized at all incidence
angles by tuning the Fermi level of graphene.

II. TUNABILITY OF THE GRAPHENE SHEET IMPEDANCE AND ANGULAR-STABILITY OF THE HIS

Our design approach is based on the use of a HIS whose resonant frequency does not change with the incidence
angle and a tunable resistive sheet that does not perturb the performance of the HIS. In what follows we will
demonstrate that the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) satisfies these conditions.

In the low THz-band and below, where the interband transitions in graphene are very week, the surface conduc-
tivity of monolayer graphene can be modelled by the Drude formula, σsg = −je2EF/πh̄

2(ω − jγ). Here, e is the
electron charge, h̄ is the Plank constant, and γ = evF

2/µEF is the scattering rate of electrons which is related to
the carrier mobility µ and the Fermi level of graphene EF. The sheet impedance of graphene Zsg = 1/σsg is a
complex value denoted as Zsg = Rsg + jXsg. If the frequency of the incident wave ω is much smaller than the
scattering rate of graphene (e.g. millimeter band or below), the inductive part of the sheet impedance can be ne-
glected and the monolayer graphene behaves as a purely resistive sheet. Figure 2(a) shows the surface impedance
of graphene from 0 GHz to 400 GHz for different values of the Fermi level. Obviously, the sheet resistivity is
frequency independent, and the sheet inductance is a linear function of the frequency but rather small compared
to its resistive part. The series expression of sheet impedance can be equivalently transformed into its shunt form,
Zsg = (Rsg +

Xsg
2

Rsg
) ‖ j(Xsg +

Rsg
2

Xsg
). If Rsg � Xsg, the huge shunt reactance is equivalent to an open circuit.

Therefore, we can conclude that graphene at low frequencies will not affect the resonant frequency of any resonant
structure placed below it.

The schematics of the mushroom structure comprising an array of patches over a dielectric layer perforated
with metallic vias is shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Since the metallic vias have no response to the transverse
electrical field (r0 � D), the wire medium is viewed as an uniaxial material with effective permittivity εeff =
εr(uxux + uyuy) + εzzuzuy . If the wavelength is much larger than the substrate thickness, the spatial dispersion
in the wire medium can be neglected. In this situation we can use the quasi-static approximation to describe the
vertical permittivity (the local model), εzz = εr(1− kp

2/kr
2), where kp is the plasma wave number related to the

structural parameters of metallic wires [3]. For TM incidence, the surface impedance of grounded wire medium
slab is inductive and given as Zsw = jωµ0h[1−k0

2sin2 θ/(kr
2−kp

2)] [3]. For low frequencies we have kr � kp,
and the effective inductance of Zsw is insensitive to the incident angle. The total impedance of the HIS is a shunt
connection of the grounded wire medium slab and the capacitive patch array, Z−1

HIS = Z−1
p + Z−1

sw . The effective
capacitance of the patch array is also angularly stable for TM-polarized waves [3]. Since both of the effective
capacitance and inductance are angle-insensitive, the resonant frequency of the HIS should also be independent of
the incidence angle. In Fig. 2(b), we analytically and numerically calculate the reflection phase of the mushroom
structure, and observe that the resonant frequency of HIS keeps practically unchanged from normal to grazing
incidence.
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Fig. 2: Tunability of the sheet impedance and angular stability of the HIS: (a) Sheet impedance of graphene
calculated from the Drude model. The carrier mobility is µ = 1000 cm2 V−1 s−1; (b) Reflection phase of the
mushroom-type HIS. Here, D = 200 µm, g = 25 µm, r0 = 30 µm and εr = 2.8(1− j0.045).
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III. GRAPHENE ON MUSHROOM-TYPE HIGH IMPEDANCE SURFACE

Next, we study the absorption when a continuous graphene layer is placed over a mushroom-type HIS. In order
to achieve total absorption, the sheet impedance of graphene should be equal to the wave impedance. We note
that the graphene sheet resistance (from several hundreds to several thousands) is much larger than the free space
impedance at large incidence angles. However, in this structure the patch array can effectively reduce the sheet
impedance of graphene, as demonstrated in [1]. The effective shunt resistance can be expressed as Reff = Rsg/p,
where p = (D− g)/g is the geometry factor. The total input impedance is calculated as Z−1

inp = (Reff)−1 +Z−1
HIS,

and the reflection coefficient reads R = (Zinp − Zw/(Zinp + Zw).
Figure 3(a) displays the absorption coefficient (A = 1− |R|2) at different incidence angles with the appropriate

Fermi levels of graphene, realizing perfect absorption at 220 GHz. With the increase of the incidence angle, the
bandwidth of the absorber is greatly broadened. This is due to the intrinsic broadband property of HIS at oblique
TM-illumination. Figure 3(b) shows the absorption coefficient with respect to graphene Fermi level as well as the
incidence angle at the resonance of the HIS. From θi = 0◦ to θi = 88◦, we can always find a value of EF to obtain
perfect absorption at every angle. Interestingly, at each incidence angle the absorption level can be tuned in a wide
range only by modulating EF.
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Fig. 3: Systematic control of the absorption at different angles: (a) Analytical and numerically calculated absorp-
tion coefficients at different incidence angles; (b) Analytical and calculated absorption coefficients in terms of the
incidence angles and the Fermi levels of graphene at 220 GHz.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have demonstrated an angle-insensitive tunable perfect absorber controlled by the sheet resis-
tance of graphene. Our analytical theory agrees very well with numerical simulations. This approach is not limited
to the studied frequencies and can be extended to the lower frequencies where kinetic inductance of graphene is
very weak. During the talk, we will present more details about the analytical model and discuss practical imple-
mentation of the absorber.
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